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S. long as there shall exist, by reason of law and custom, a s mcial
condemnation, which in the face of civilisation, artificially creates hell on earth, and
complicates a destiny that is devine, with human fatality; so long as the three
problems of the age--the degradation of man by poverty, the ruin of woman by
starvation, and the dwarfing of chill ho d by physical and spiritual nightare not yet
solved; as long as in certain regi4ms, social asphyxia shall be p ssible; in 4 ther words,
and from a yet more extended point of view, so li,sng as ignorance and misery
remain n earth, books like this cannot be useless.
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This project description introduces the Developing Mindful Learners Model (DMLM).
Inspired by Ellen Langer's mindfulness theory, the model connects three factors: content,

framework, and world vision for the purpose of helping underachieving students to become more
mindful; i.e. one who welcomes new ideas, creates new categories, considers more than one perspective,
holds a process view of life, and reframes context. Content consists of the new standards for
Philadelphia public schools. Framework inculdes Howard Gardner's multiple intelligences theory.
World vision connects James Redfield, Fritjof Capra, and Ellen Langer.
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W t derer, the road is your
otsteps, n ing els

wand rer, there is no pain,
you lay down a path in

w king.
In walking y u lay de.awn

p th

and when turning around
you see the road you'll
never step ssn again.

Wanderer, path there is n ne,
only tracks on ocean foam.

Antonio Machad
ansllated from Spanish by Francisco Varela)

Introduction
Twenty-nine African American children and one Hispanic American child

enrolled in a 3rd and 4th grade split, 1995-1996, make up the target population for
the pilot application of the Developing Mindful Learners Model (DMLM) at the
Joseph Pennell elementary school in Philadelp i 'a, Pennsylvania. The split consists
of twenty-two fourth graders and eight third graders.

25 of the 30 children in this class have been defined as reading below level in
the literature based, Houghton Mifflin program. Four fourth graders are at a 4-2
level, a half grade above. Eighteen fourth graders read below level, ranging from 3-1
to 2-1. One third grader is on level (3-1). Seven of the eight 3rd graders are reading
below level. In sum, w le five children read at or above level, 25 read below level.

None of the children operated at the level of higher order, verbal linguistic
intelligence or higher order, logical mathematical intelligence when the year began.
That meant they did not engage creative/ expressive writing, story telling/ inventing,
poetry appreciation/ writing, debate/ formal speaking, and meta linguistics--features
of higher order, verbal linguistic intelligence. Nor did they engage finding
unknowns, use of deductive and inductive reasoning, logic, metacognition, and
linking operations to solve complex problems--features of higher order, logical
mathematical intelligence.
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These are the ways David Lazear described the higher ends of both of
Gardner's intelligences--higher order, verbal linguistic intelligence and higher
order, logical mathematical intelligence, respectively.

Most of the children have mathematical backgrounds that have not prepared
them for the NCTM standard. That is to say they have not mastered basic number
facts of addition, subtraction, multiplication or division. Their understanding of
place value is limited. Moreso, their experience with real life data collection,
problem solving and critical thinking in mathematics is inadequate relative to the
standard.

Also, many children in this group have underdeveloped scientific
knowledge. Few have competed in regional science fairs or thought about science
fiction. In general, they would not live up to the standard described in 2061's
benchmarks for science.

Most of the children in this group never faced the expectations inherent in
the National Standards Project suggestions for Reading and Writing. Yet every one
of them could meet a standard such as " Read 25 books " if given the resources and
support.

Few of these children have ever had an opportunity to develop what Bill
Singer once called a " future focused role image." They do not have clear images of
what careers they might follow as adults; thus, their images of the future do not
help them connect with present subjects studied. Nor have they thought about
major, 21st century world problems such as saving endangered species and
ecosystems, human overpopulation, ozone layer effects, acid rain, and greenhouse
effects. In short, their vision of tomorrow seems shortsighted.

Additionally, few of these children have been used to systematic instruction
in David Perkins' knowledge as design method for metacognition across content
areas. Few come from writing intensive classrooms, i.e. writing to learn as well as
writing for readers. Few have been involved in poetry and performance classes. Few
have faced activities such as open mike presentations, dramatic readings, television
story boards, venn diagrams, bubble dialogs, knowledge as design story maps, and
think-pair-share cooperative learning. More specifically, not one child in the target
population has been in a class that used Gardner's multiple intelligences theory as
an instructional framework to build a community of learners. That means not one
child has had oppotunities to engage the five themes of higher order, verbal
linguistic intelligence within the context of multiple intelligences theory.

Yet, as Denny Taylor, an award winning ethnographic researcher in the
literacy field. points out, each of these children comes to the classroom with
literacies that can be used as stepping stones to acquire additional literacies in
Language, Mathematics and Science. Also, Vygotsky, Dewey, Paul, Bruner, Gardner,
and the whole constructivism movement all seem to agree that each child's present
understanding is lower than his or her potential understanding. Moreso, the
consensus seems to be that skilled teaching can get a c 'Id closer to that potential
understanding.
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Even more importantly, as Bruner writes in The culture of education the
creation of communities of learners may be the way beyond the antinomies that
most educational systems in the United States of America have struggled with since
" A nation at risk " in 1983.

Says Bruner " We have three antinomies, then: the individual-realization
versus the culture-preserving antinomy; the talent-centered versus the tool-
centered antinomy; and the particularism versus universalism antinomy. Without
keeping them in mind, we risk losing our way in evaluating what we have learned
about early schooling and where we are moving. For they help keep issues in
balance."

In this compelling essay about the complexity of late 20th century, educational
aims, Brunner describes how the struggles among these three model case sets of
opposite ideas that are both true (the antinomies), have mired once promising
programs such as Head Start and characterized many educational reform efforts in
the United States of America. Then he reframes the situation.

" But what we have learned about learning in all this discouraging morass is
anything but trivial: Even under the least favorable conditions--psychologically,
fiscally, educationally--we still succeed in giving some children a sense of their own
possibilities. We do it by getting them (and sometimes their parents) to collaborate
in an enabling community."

The good news is that Howard Gardner's multiple intelligences theory
provides a framework for creating an enabling community of learners in which
each child might reach full potential regardless of home life and background.

First, Gardner defines intelligence as the " capacity to solve problems and
fashion intellectual products." This contrasts the traditional operational definition
of intelligence as an IQ score. It frees teachers from the belief that instruction can not
improve intelligence.

Second, he asserts that each normal person has a spectrum of seven
intelligences: verbal linguistic, logical mathematical, musical, visual spatial, bodily
kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal. This contrasts the traditional view of
single score intelligence and allows teachers to view each child as having a set of
seven intelligences, some relatively strong, some relatively weak, each capable of
growth.

Third, he says each of these seven intelligences can be improved through
teaching, coaching and experience. This contrasts the notion that intelligence is
fixed, changing little from birth to death.

One huge implication of this set of ideas is the following: children already
have a spectrum of intelligences, each of which can be made better through effective
teaching. An enabling community that values the spectrum of intelligences of each
of its members (including the teacher) might succeed in giving learners a sense of
their own possibilities.
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Finally, because DMLM combines strategic content, framework and world
vision, all the members of the enabling community it creates might become more
mindful than they were. Or as Howard Gardner teaches us about intelligence, all the
members should be better able to s_olve_pr Jcole_msand f_ashio_n nstellectwal_products
that meet a standard of excellence.
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" Educ4. ti n is no substiL it fast intelligence. That elusive quality is defined
only Ili p by puzzle-solving bility. It is in the cre.,,tion of ne puzzles
reflecting what your senses report that you round out the definition."

Frank Herbert
Chapterhouse Du e

Teacher I nnuirg

DMLM uses Gardner's multiple intelligences theory to connect key variables
of schooling such as subject matter, methods, teaching, learning, assessing and
standards. That is the instructional framework. That solves a puzzle. But it is
teacher inquiry that permits stepping back to describe what is happening within the
flow of teaching and learning. It is teacher inquiry that permits the creation of new
puzzles.

Motivation for the inquiry in DMLM stems from both a need to describe ways
children might construct higher order, verbal linguistic intelligence and higher
order, logical mathematical intelligence--two topks missing in the data base for
Gardner's multiple intelligences. The children's story needs telling, on the one
hand. The missing topics in four data bases needs examining, on the other hand.
No one at Joseph Pennell elementary has ever described how children might
construct higher order intelligences and of the four dozen works cited in
Dissertation Abstracts, Psy lit, ERIC, and First Search (internet) data bases, no one has
examined higher order, intelligences within the context of a fourth grade multiple
intelligences classroom. in particular, no one has examined how Gardner's multiple
intelligences theory might be used to implement the new standards in a fourth
grade class.

These streams of thought, then, inform the inquiry part of the model. The
problem DMLM addresses is absent in the data bases and present in the perceived
need to tell the story of how underachieving children might achieve.

My inquiry creates a new puzzle: oes use of Howard Gardner's multiple
intelligences theory to ample i ent the new standards in a four h grade class yield
discernible growth for each child?
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Several key ideas need unpacking in this question.
First, Gardner's multiple intelligences theory proposes seven ways of being

smart. The seven intelligences themselves provide a means to connect subject
matter, methods, teaching, learning, assessing, and standards.

Second, new standards for Science, Mathematics, Language Arts, The Arts,
and cross cutting competencies have been presented in draft form to all stakeholders
in the Philadelphia Public schools. The draft is to be revised, then implimented in
19974998.

Third, " discernible growth " means a pattern of increased quality on
performance assessments of intellectual products according to an explicit standard
for judging. The National Intellectual Standard from the National Council for
Excellence in Critical Thinking is one such explicit guide for judging work along the
lines of clarity, relevance, accuracy, precision, logic, depth and breadth.

Finally, at the heart of multiple intelligences is Garnder's definition. He says
intelligence " entails the capacity to solve problems or fashion intellectual products
of value in a cultural setting."
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" Simpl in means.
ch in ends."

Arne Naess
l'

ata C PI cti

The first year running of the DMLM project (1996-1997) with a regular 4th
grade class will take into account the new standards for Superintendent Hornbeck's
Children Achieving plan. Thus the data collection will focus on the Stanford
Achievement test, NW regional assessments, student works represented in both
processfolios and portfolios, student performances in an Earth Day program, and
student publication of Memoirs and Visions, a literary magazine.

Thus, the data c e Ilection aims at examining discernible growth for each child.
In summary, data is collected within the flow of the instructional plan (see

appendix), i.e. the relationships among subject matter, method, teaching, learning,
assessing, and standards, using multiple intelligences as the primary instructional
framework. That means the data derives from what Bruner calls instruction in
narrative and scientific thinking--the stuff of most content in school.

table one: Data collection for DMLM

teacher inquiry
Does use of Howard Gardner's
multiple intelligences theory to
implement the new standards
yield discernible growth
for each child?

data collection
Stanford Achievement test for 4th grade
lsd-W regional assessments at Pennell elementary
processfolios of sample works
portfolios of best works
Earth Day program
Memoirs and Visions literary magazine

In addition to the above data collection for a year long teacher inquiry, I will
pursue a second, more short term inquiry for a Spencer Foundation grant in teacher
research at the University of Pennsylvania. For this study the following inquiry
holds center stage: What gender issues emerge from systematic exploration of
sel, cted works fro Steven Cosgrove's multicultural novels for children?

The data collection method for this inquiry will be teacher journals of student
responses. Any intellectual products generated by this gender project will be
published as part of the work for the Spencer Foundation grant.
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" ° We all are sip =uls in grow we all have an orrif. nai intention that is
positive; and we can all reme ber. tar responsibility is to hold that idea
for everyone we meet. That's the true Intel e ersonal Ethic; that's how we

uplift, that's the contagii n of the new awareness that is encircling the
planet. We either fear that human culltu falling a rart, or we can hold

the Vision that we are Awakening. Eithr r y, our expectation is a
prayer that goes Int as a force th t tends to bring about the end we

envision. Each of us ust consciously chose etween these two futures.' "

The Tenth Insight
Holding the Visi

J mes Redfield

Wuriti Vision

The historical context for constructing the Developing Mindful Learners
Model is, of course, the present transdisciplinary, global transformation from an old
paradigm to a new one--a decidedly non Newtonian world view, a vision that a
critical mass of higher selves are creating a more spiritual planet.

James Redfield, author of The Celestine Prophecy, calls this the world
vision. Deep ecologists such as Arne Naess and visionaries such as Barbara Marx
Hubbard might agree.

Frijof Capra et al refer to the new perspective as the ecological paradigm. It is
within the context of the ecological paradigm, i.e. an emerging folk psychology
rooted in 20th century constructivism, that DMLM exists. The paradigm enables a
thinker to see relationships among systems. Ecologically, the sea, air and land
cannot be separated. Nor can the knower, known and process of knowing. Likewise,
the key factors of DMLM live in relationship to the whole--the charge of helping
underachieving children to engage the five themes of gher order, verbal linguistic
intelligence in both narrative and scientific thinking vis a vis the Philadelphia
Standard for Hornbeck's Children Achieving plan.

Capra's ecological paradigm itself has five criteria. These distinguish it from
the old world view and, in turn, guides the construction of DMLM.

According to Capra, the old scientific paradigm may be called Cartesian,
Newtonian, or Baconian, since its main characteristics were formulated by Descartes,
Newton, and Bacon." In contrast, " the new paradigm may be called holistic,
ecological, or systemic, but none of these adjectives characterizes it completely."
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Then he offers five criteria of new paradigm thinking in science:
shift from part to the agagg

',shift from structure to prospss
°shift from objective science to " epi_stRinic science "
°shift from building to p_etwoxis as a metaphor of knowledge
° shi ft from truth to Ap_pr_oxignateiptimas.

Spelled out, these criteria are as follows:

0" The properties of the parts can be understood only frcan the dynamics of
the whole. Ultimately, there are no parts at all. What we call part is merely a
pattern in an inseparable web of relationships."
e" In the new paradigm every structure is seen as the manifestation of an
underlying process. The entire web of relationships is intrinsically dynamic."
"...epistemology--the understanding of the process of knowledge--
is to be included explicitly in the description of natural phenomena."
The metaphor of building " is being replaced by that of the network. As we
perceive reality as a network of relationships, our descriptions, too, form an
interconnected network representing the observed phenomena."
" In the new paradigm, it is recognized that all concepts, theories,
and findings are limited and approximate."

These criteria match another set of critera for a paradigm shift in spirituality.
All five of Capra's criteria for the ecological paradigm affect the design of

DMLM. For example, model weaves a network of relationships among its factors
(content, framework, world vision). These networks are relational--each defines the
other, all are defined by the whole (namely DMLM) and, in turn, define the whole.
The model is a manifestation of the unified field or, as David Bohm says, the
implicate order. Through teacher inquiry, it includes the process of knowledge and
yields approximate descriptions rather than "truth."

Additionally, the model embodies Capra's idea that solutions to complex
problems be both systems level and beneficial in the long term. Capra's ecological
paradigm meets those criteria. The ecological paradigm is a solution to the complex
problem of defining a new world view in an age on the crest of a new millennium,
and it will affect future generations.

Likewise, DMLM aims to solve e co ti, . plex problle if helping defined
underachievers to grow intelligences. Its implications may benefit future
generations and other populations of children as well.
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Most importantly, DMLM encourages me to create an enabling community of
learners rooted in spirituality, and it facilitates each learner's creation of a new
possibility--what Joseph Chilton Pearce once called a crack in the cosmic egg.

Our cosmic r is the sum total of our no N ons of what the world is, notions which define what
reality can be for us. The crack, then, is a mode of thinking through which imagination can
escape the mundane shell and create a new cosmic egg. The crack is that " twilight between the
worlds " found by the young anthropologist, Carlos Castaneda, in his study of the Yaqui Indian
sorcerer, don Juan, and his " Way of Knowledge." The crack is found as well in that " narrow
gate " of Jesus' Way of Truth. The crack is an open end, going beyond the broad, statistical way
of the world.

The model itself was a crack in the cosmic egg born 23 January 1996 at a
Philadelphia Writing Project, teacher research seminar, University of Pennsylvania,
Shirley Brown and Diane Waff, facilitators. Then, on 20 March 1996, it was baptized
in an doctoral seminar on learning theories at Temple University, Helmut Bartel,
Professor.

table two: Three Key- Factors of DIVILM

Content
new standards:
Science
-Mathematics
°Language Arts
-The Arts
°cross cutting
competencies

Framework
°multiple intelligences
theory (Gardner)
°teacher inquiry
(Lytle, Cochran-Smith)
oconstructivism
(Bruner, Langer, Vygotsky,
Piaget et al)

World Vision
°ecological paradigm (Capra et al)

,°sustainable solutions (Capra et al)
°deep ecology movement (Naess et al)
-evolution of higher selves (Redfield,
Marx Hubbard, Masuda, Maharishi et al)

Finally, at the heart of DMLM is Ellen Langer's theory of mindfulness. An
idea well said in Bohm and Peat's ground breaking book Science, order and
creativity illuminates Langer's contribution.

" Clearly what is called for is a kind of free play within the individual and
society s t that the mind dies n t become rigidly c m ed to a fli, sited set of
assumptions, or caught up in confusion and false play. Out i if this free play c uld
emerge the true creative p(tt ntiall f a society."

ill
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With Bohm and Peat's notion of free play of ideas in mind, there may be five
keys to Langer's research into mindfulness as reported in Psy Lit, ERIC and
Dissertation Abstracts data bases as well as her landmark book.

Mindfulness means creating new categories.
Mindfulness means seeing more than one perspective.
Mindfulness means welcoming new information.
Mindfulness means reframing contexts.
Mindfulness means holding a process orientation to life.

These keys both sum Ellen Langer's 50 or so studies of mindfulness as a
Harvard based social psychologist and suggest a number of implications for
developing mindful learners in the elementary school. In the case of this project,
mindfulness makes a useful metaphor for multiple intelligences; i.e., mindfulness
is multiple intelligences.

The free play of ideas follows.
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